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Main Results
•  Highly efficient systems design using steam reforming with 
advanced thermal and water management.

•  HT-PEMFC MEAs with improved operational stability in wet 
fuels and under start-stop conditions.

•  Effective coating for corrosion protection of metallic bipolar 
plates in HT-PEMFC stacks.

Project conclusion
The project has successfully addressed some of the key challenges of using fuel cells as APU for 
passenger or small commercial vehicles. An important issue to address was to avoid the use of a 
special fuel requiring additional infrastructure. It was shown that a commercial steam reformer for 
natural gas can be adapted to convert petrol and even diesel fuel. The use of steam reforming 
will allow for high efficiencies even if daily start-stop cycling is accounted for. The issue of water 
supply was solved by a system design allowing for sufficient water recuperation for ambient tem-
peratures up to 40 °C. The heat exchanger design does at the same time allow for the efficient 
heat up of the fuel cell system during startup. With respect to this issue and to the operation on 
steam reformed hydrocarbons with its high water content the anode structure of the membrane 
electrode assembly was optimised so that detrimental effects of these conditions were significantly 
reduced.
The modification also had a beneficial effect on the tolerance for typical impurities like CO and 
H

2
S. With a new catalyst developed in the project even the use of fuels with high sulfur content 

would be possible. The lack of power density was addressed by investigating the adaption of me-
tallic bipolar plates. Here a coating was found which in preliminary accelerated stress tests sho-
wed significant protection against corrosion by phosphoric acid in air at elevated temperatures. 
The companies involved in this work package were able to enhance their production processes, 
reducing production cost as side effect.
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